We developed LOMETS, a local threading meta-server, for quick and automated predictions of protein tertiary structures and spatial constraints. Nine state-of-the-art threading programs are installed and run in a local computer cluster, which ensure the quick generation of initial threading alignments compared with traditional remoteserver-based meta-servers. Consensus models are generated from the top predictions of the component-threading servers, which are at least 7% more accurate than the best individual servers based on TM-score at a t-test significance level of 0.1%. Moreover, side-chain and C-alpha (C a ) contacts of 42 and 61% accuracy respectively, as well as long-and short-range distant maps, are automatically constructed from the threading alignments. These data can be easily used as constraints to guide the ab initio procedures such as TASSER for further protein tertiary structure modeling. The LOMETS server is freely available to the academic community at http://zhang.bioinfo rmatics.ku.edu/LOMETS.
INTRODUCTION
The meta-server technique represents one of the major progresses in the field of protein tertiary structure prediction during recent years (1) (2) (3) (4) . It generates 3D structure predictions by taking the consensus models from a variety of individual (mainly threading/fold-recognition) servers. Various benchmarking and blind test experiments demonstrate that the consensus meta-server predictions outperform the best individual threading server (5, 6) .
There are, however, several drawbacks in the current meta-servers. First, all the meta-servers, including 3D-Jury (2) and GeneSilico (4) , take the initial threading inputs from remote computer servers installed in other laboratories. Because of the differences in the available computer resources among different laboratories, it is difficult to quickly collect all the threading results from the individual servers, which influences its usefulness in the large-scale protein structure prediction (7, 8) . Especially, some remote individual servers can be occasionally shut down or become not available. In the 3D-Jury meta-server, for example, there was only one server from FFAS03 (9) that was available during the CASP7 season. The absence of sufficient initial threading inputs will influence the performance of the final meta-server results.
The second drawback of the current meta-servers is the instability of the algorithms of the remote servers. To achieve the best performance, the meta-servers need to balance various cutoff parameters for the selection and combination of the final models. This requires careful tuning and training of the meta-server algorithms based on all the individual servers. However, the inconsistent updating and modifications of the remote individual servers make the development of a steady and robust meta-server algorithm difficult.
In this work, we developed a new meta-threadingserver, LOMETS, where all nine individual threading servers are installed locally. This will allow us to control and tune our meta-server algorithms in a consistent manner, and make the users able to obtain the comprehensive predictions of all servers quickly. In addition to the construction of the best possible 3D models, the LOMETS server also provides the C a and side-chain contact and distance map predictions, combined from all threading alignments. These constraints can be used to guide the structure construction procedures such as MODELLER (10) , ROSETTA (11) and TASSER (12) for generating protein tertiary models.
METHODS

Component threading programs in LOMETS
LOMETS server takes predictions from nine different servers that represent a diverse set of state-of-the-art threading algorithms, i.e. FUGUE (13) , HHSEARCH (14) , PROSPECT2 (15) , SAM-T02 (16), SPARKS2 (17) , SP3 (18) , PAINT, PPA-I and PPA-II. The first six programs were copied from other laboratories and the last three developed in our own lab. All the nine servers are installed and run in our local computer cluster with template libraries updated every week. The algorithms were selected to cover different threading methods. Here, we give a brief introduction of the methods.
FUGUE. FUGUE is developed at the Blindell Lab (13) . It aligns target sequence profile against template structural profile collected from HOMSTRAD (19) . Dynamic programming algorithm (20) is used to find the best sequence-structure match. PROSPECT2. PROSPECT2 (15) is developed at the Xu Lab, which uses a score function including residue mutations, secondary structure propensity, solvent accessibility and pairwise contact potential. A divideand-conquer searching approach (15) is exploited to generate the global optimization of alignments. SPARKS2 and SP3. Both methods have been developed at the Zhou lab (17, 18) . In SPARKS2 (17) , the authors exploit a sequence profile-profile alignment combined with a single-body knowledge-based statistical potential; in SP3 (18) , they use a residue depthdependent structure profile to replace the single-body potential in the SPARKS2. Both methods use dynamic programming for the sequence-structure alignment search. SAM-T02. SAM-T02 (16) is developed at the Karplus lab, which starts from the PSI-Blast sequence database search (21) . Based on the PSI-Blast multiple sequence alignment, a hidden Markov model (HMM) will be constructed in an iterative way, which is then exploited to search through the whole template library by the Viterbi algorithm (22) . HHSEARCH. HHSEARCH (14) is developed at the Soding lab, which aligns the profile HMM of target with the profile HMM of templates by maximizing the log-sum-of-odds score. PPA-I. PPA-I is a simple sequence Profile-Profile Alignment approach combined with secondary structure matches. The alignment score between the ith residue of the query sequence and the jth residue of the template structure is defined as PAINT. PAINT is a PAirwise-Interaction-based Threading algorithm similar to RAPTOR (28) . There are five terms in PAINT's energy function which account for environment fitness, residue mutation, secondary structure match, pair-wise interactions and gap penalty. A detailed description of the energy terms and the PAINT algorithm can be found in the Supplementary Data. Since the sequence-structure alignment is defined by the integer coefficients (x's) of the energy function, the goal of the PAINT threading is to identify the set of integer coefficients which maximize the total alignment score of Equation (S1). Under the constraint of Equations (S2-S5), x's can be solved by the established integer programming programs of GLPK (http://www.gnu.org/software/ glpk). Since the computation of integer programming is time-consuming for big proteins, we take only a subset of template proteins which consist of top 10 templates from each of other eight threading servers. The average CPU time for the alignment of the 80 template proteins is around 5 min. There are two main differences of PAINT and RAPTOR algorithm (28) . For the identification of possible alignment positions, only the alignment positions with top 40% energy score are considered for the purpose of reducing the chance of missing possible alignment positions. Second, rather than using SVM in RAPTOR, we have used a simple scaled score of E/L ali for the ranking of alignments, where E is the energy score and L ali is the number of aligned residues after alignment.
Threading model selection
Models in LOMETS are selected from individual servers purely based on consensus, i.e. the structure similarity of the considered model with other threading alignments. For the best performance, 30 models are taken from the top predictions of the nine servers sequentially from PPA-I, SP3, PPA-II, SPARKS, PROSPECT, FUGUE, HHSEARCH, PAINT and SAM-T02, where the order of the servers are based on their performance on independent test runs. The 30 models are taken as following: First, select the first model of PPA-I and then the first model from SP3. This procedure proceeds until all the first models from nine servers are collected. Then, all the second models from nine servers are collected in the same order. The collection process proceeds and stops until 30 models have been reached. During the collection, the templates of very short alignments, i.e. the number of aligned residues is less than a quarter of the query sequence length, are neglected. The consensus score of each (ith) of the 30 models is calculated by the average TM-score (29):
We note that, when running the TM-score program with model i and model j , the TM-score is by default normalized by the length (L Finally, the models are ranked based on TM-score i h i , i.e. the models with higher average TM-score to other models are ranked higher.
Spatial constraints
For each protein, threading models are categorized as 'good' or 'bad' depending on whether the inherent Z-score (the energy in standard deviation units relative to mean) of the alignment is above or below a threshold Z-score cut . The threshold cutoff is determined by the minimization of the false positive (high Z-score but with low TM-score) and false negative rate (low Z-score but with high TM-score) of each threading program based on an independent benchmark set of 1489 non-redundant proteins (12) . For PPA-I, SP3, PPA-II, SPARKS2, PROSPECT2, FUGUE, HHSEARCH, PAINT and SAM-T02, the Z-score cut are 8.2, 8.0, 7.0, 8.8, 4.0, 6.0, 11.0, 0.5 and 9.5, respectively. If the total number of 'good' models is more than nine (i.e. on average at least one 'good' model from each server), the target is defined as an 'Easy' target; if there is no 'good' model at all in all the servers, the target is a 'Hard' target; otherwise, it is a 'Medium' target. For Easy/Medium/Hard targets, N (¼20/30/50) highest confident models are selected from the servers for the next constraint construction. The 'good' models and then the 'bad' models are taken in a sequential server order as mentioned above until N models are selected. The logic for the decision of N is the following: for 'Easy' targets where we have good templates, about top two (good) templates on average are taken from each program while including more templates with bad quality will bring more noises for the good templates. For the 'Medium' and 'Hard' targets where we do not have good templates and constraints overall, we will take more templates to enhance the consensus information because there are usually some partially correct substructures even in the low rank templates which may be identified by the consensus selections.
There are four types of spatial constraints that are collected from the N selected threading alignments:
Side-chain contacts. A pair of side-chains is considered as contact if the distance between the centers of mass in the aligned templates is below an amino acid specific cutoff:
cutðA; BÞ ¼ dðA; BÞ þ 2:5ÁðA; BÞ 3
Here d(A, B) was obtained by calculating the average distance of side-chain centers of mass of the contacted residues A and B with at least one pair of heavy atoms in A and B54.5 Å in 6379 non-homologous PDB structures.
Á(A, B) is the SD of d(A, B). The data of d(A, B)
and Á(A, B) can be seen at our website http://zhang. bioinformatics.ku.edu/LOMETS/sidechain_contact.txt. In the side-chain contact file of LOMETS server, we list the identities of all the contacts with contact order 55, as well as the confidence score that is defined as the number of occurrences of the contacts divided by the total number of templates that have both residues aligned.
C a contacts. The C a -contact file lists the identity of all predicted C a pairs in contact with contact order 55 and the confidence score. A pair of C a s is considered as contact if the distance of C a atoms is below 6 Å . Long-range C a distance map. This file contains the C a -distances between i and i þ j Ã 10 residues (i ¼ 1, . . . ,L; j ¼ 1,2, . . .), which are collected from the top four templates. Short-range C a distance constraints. This file contains the average C a -distances of i and i þ j residues (i ¼ 1, . . . ,L; j ¼ 2, . . . ,6), taken from all N templates. It includes only local structure information and can be used for guiding the protein-like secondary structure construction.
RESULTS
For the testing of the LOMETS server, we select 620 non-homologous proteins (525% sequence identity with lengths from 50 to 600) from PDBSELECT (2006 March) (30) . A list of the 620 benchmark proteins and the threading results of all nine programs are available at http://zhang.bioinformatics.ku.edu/LOM ETS/benchmark.html.
Threading alignment and consensus selections
In Figure 1 , we present the threading results of the nine individual servers on the 620 benchmark proteins, where all homologous templates with sequence identity to targets 430% have been removed from the template library. Since all servers run locally, we could obtain the threading results quickly and the average CPU time for one target is less than 20 min in our computer cluster when we run them at nine nodes in parallel. There is an obvious correlation between the TM-score and the Z-score of each server. We also show the Z-score cutoff in each server in the plot. If we use TM-score 50. In Table 1 , we list the average TM-score, RMSD, and alignment coverage of all threading programs on the 620 proteins. Below the values, we also list the average TM-score and RMSD of the full-length models built by MODELLER v8.2 (10), where external constraints from LOMETS are incorporated. We found that MODELLER generates slightly better results when using the LOMETS spatial constraints than running MODELLER by default. Based on the average TM-score, the improvement is $0.8%. Except for the external constraint file, MODELLER has an option to include multiple templates where MODELLER extracts constraints from multiple templates by itself. By trial and error, we found that for 'Easy' targets the MODELLER program using up to five consensus templates (0.755TM-score51.0) as input works the best. For 'Medium' and 'Hard' targets, the structures of top templates are usually divergent and only one template is exploited here. These full-length models built by MODELLER are also provided at the LOMETS server.
Since the lengths of MODELLER models are longer than those of threading alignments, the average TM-scores of the full-length MODELLER models are relatively larger than the threading alignments although the topology of the core regions are unchanged. The increment of TM-score ranges from 2.9% (PPA-I) to 5.6% (PAINT) depending on the threading alignment coverage. In general, the smaller the threading alignment coverage is, the bigger increment the TM-score of MODELLER models has, because more residues have been added in the full-length models.
Although both MODELLER (10) and I-TASSER (31) make use of consensus restraints from templates in their structure modeling, the structure improvement of I-TASSER models on the templates is much higher. Based on the recent CASP7 experiment, the average TM-score of the models generated by I-TASSER ('Zhang-Server') is 16.9% higher than that of the best template (32) . There may be two factors contributing to the difference. First, the I-TASSER force field includes a variety of knowledge-based, protein-sequence specific/ nonspecific potentials obtained from variant resources (31) , which has been optimized using structure decoys. Second, the conformational space of MODELLER is searched using a conjugated gradient algorithm, which is a local minimization method. The advantage of the conjugated gradient method is the quick convergence to the local minimum of an object function. But if the external restraint is different from the initial templates, the method does not guarantee the optimal satisfaction of all the constraints. In contrast, the conformational space in I-TASSER is searched by the parallel Monte Carlo sampling method (33) , the goal of which is to identify the lowest free-energy state by global search. But the Monte Carlo simulation of I-TASSER takes much longer CPU time than MODELLER does. Since the major purpose of the LOMETS server is to provide a quick collection of the alignments and restraints from multiple local threading servers, we do not include the I-TASSER simulation here. A publicly available server of the I-TASSER algorithm is provided separately at our website: http://zhang.bioinformatics.ku.edu/I-TASSER. At the bottom of Table 1 , we show the result of LOMETS consensus selections. The average TM-score of the first model in LOMETS is 0.4287, $7% better than the best individual server (PPA-I). This difference is statistically significant, which is at a 0.1% significance level based on the t-test. The TM-score of the best in top five models of the LOMETS selection is shown at Column 3, which also outperforms the best individual server. The higher TM-score of the LOMETS models demonstrates a better balance of RMSD (Columns 4 and 5) and alignment coverage (Columns 6 and 7) in comparison with that of the individual servers.
As a control, we also downloaded the PCONS5, the newest version of PCONS meta-server selection program by Wallner and Elofsson (34) , which combines consensus analysis (by LGscore), structural evaluation and inherent score of threading servers. The PCONS5 selection result is listed in the last row of Table 1 . The selection of PCONS5 is also better ($3%) than the best individual server but not better than LOMETS. This result seems to indicate that the consensus analysis, which is the only fact adopted in LOMETS by TM-score analysis, is the most robust factor of meta-server selections.
Spatial constraint predictions
The effect of spatial constraints on the protein structure modeling is a tradeoff of the prediction accuracy (Acc) and the prediction coverage (Cov) (35) . For the quantitative evaluation of the C a and side-chain contact predictions, we define
where N corr is the number of correctly predicted contacts that are true contacts in native structures based on the same distance cutoff of Equation (3), N pred is the number of total predicted contacts and L is the length of target sequence.
In Figure 2a , we show the accuracy of predicted contacts versus relative occurrence frequencies with which the contacts occurred in the models for the 620 testing proteins. Here relative occurrence frequency for a contact is defined as N 0 /N, where N 0 is the number of templates having the contact and N (¼20/30/50) the total number of the selected threading templates. It is worth noting that accuracy in Figure 2a is non-cumulative, i.e. the accuracy at frequency f is an average accuracy calculated in [ f À 0.05, f þ 0.05]. As expected, the more often the contacts occur, the more accurate the contacts are, which indicate that the occurrence frequency can be considered as a confidence score for the contact prediction. In Figure 2b , we show how the prediction coverage is reduced with increasing the relative occurrence frequency.
As demonstrated in our previous study (35) , an accuracy of side-chain contact constraints of 422% has a positive effect on ab initio protein structure modeling. This accuracy value corresponds to the occurrence frequency of $0.18 in Figure 2a .
In Table 2 , we list a summary of contact predictions of C a and side-chains by LOMETS and its component threading programs with a confidence score 50.18 (Columns 2-5). Here the constraints of a single threading program are collected from the top ten templates. Obviously, the spatial constraints from consensus metaservers have much higher accuracy than those from individual threading programs.
In Column 6, we present the average differences between the native and the predicted distances for short-range C a distance maps of |i À j|57. Column 7 is the average numbers of the predicted short-range distance constraints. For long-range C a distance map of |i À j| 5 10, we generate up to four predictions for each pair of residues. The eighth column shows the average error of the best predicted long-range C a distance pairs and the ninth column gives the average numbers of the long-range distance constraints. Because of the differences in accuracy and coverage of threading alignments, the accuracy and number of distance constraints are different among the threading programs. For example, HHSEARCH has the highest accuracy of short-range distance constraints but the number of short-range distance constraints is the lowest because it has no alignment in many uncertain regions. For a balance of the accuracy and number of distance constraints, the consensus LOMETS has obviously the highest accuracy with a reasonable number of distance constraints on the distance maps. The accuracy of the spatial constraints relies on the quality of the threading templates. In Figure 3 , we plot the histogram of the prediction accuracy of constraints for 200 'Easy', 120 'Medium' and 300 'Hard' proteins separately. Obviously, for 'Easy' targets, the templates have a better quality of alignments and the accuracy of constraints is higher than that of 'Medium' and 'Hard' targets (Figure 3a and c) . Moreover, the number of aligned residues in 'Easy' targets is higher and the alignments by different servers are more consistent, which make the prediction coverage in 'Easy' targets also higher than that of 'Medium' and 'Hard' targets ( Figure 3b) . Here, because of the fixed small C a distance cutoff [56 Å as used in TASSER modeling (12) ], the coverage of C a contacts is lower than that of side-chain center contacts. The average accuracy of C a is also higher than that of side-chain centers which may be due to the fact that side-chain rotamers have more structure variations.
SUMMARY
We have developed a quick and automated meta-server, LOMETS, for protein structure predictions. Different from other on-line meta-servers, all nine componentthreading servers are installed and run in our local computer cluster. The local installation of the servers greatly speeds up the coherent generation of initial threading alignments, as well as facilitates the development of a robust and well-tuned meta-server algorithm. The consensus prediction taken from LOMETS servers is at least 7% more accurate than all the individual servers. The difference is also statistically meaningful with a t-test at 0.1% of significance level. The average CPU time for a medium size protein ($200 residues) is less than 20 min when the programs are run in parallel on nine nodes of our cluster.
In addition to the threading alignments, LOMETS also provides highly accurate contact and distance predictions for the query sequences. In our benchmark testing of 620 proteins, the average accuracy of side-chain center contacts is 0.42 with coverage of 91%; the average accuracy of C a contacts is 0.61 with coverage of 41%. The average errors of the best long-and short-range distance map prediction are 3.5 and 1.2 Å , respectively. These data can be easily used as constraints to guide the tertiary structure modeling procedures such as MODELLER (10), ROBETTA (11), TASSER (12, 36) .
Last but not the least, the template libraries of all nine servers are kept updated every week. We have managed to generate template files in our local computers for SAM-T02, PROSPECT2, SPARKS2, SP3, PPA-I, PPA-II and PAINT. The template library for FUGUE and HHSEARCH are automatically downloaded from the authors' websites (i.e. ftp://merlin.bioc.cam.ac. uk/pub/software/fugue/data and ftp://ftp.tuebingen. mpg.de/pub/protevo/HHsearch/databases/pdb70_ Ã .hhm. tar.gz), which are also kept updated each week.
LOMETS will be open to add new and efficient threading programs when they become available. 
